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the kernel mode module for each processor has its own processor type, which is reflected in the
name of the module: x86, x64, ia-32 and ia-64. for example, the windows nt kernel module

ntoskrnl.exe on a x86 processor (386 and later) is named ntoskrnl.exe, but on an ia-32 processor
(intel 80386 and later) the name is ntoskrnl.exe. the corresponding module name on an ia-64

processor is ntoskrnl.386. an example of an ia-64 module is ntoskrnl.mipsel; one of the most recent
x86 kernels is ntoskrnl.i686. the windows nt kernel includes a kernel data cache (kdc) that provides a
small amount of fast, temporary storage for data used by the kernel, such as the file system, device
drivers and network drivers. the use of the kdc results in a significant improvement in performance.
the basic idea of the kdc is to provide a small amount of fast memory which is protected from user

processes and programs and is considered to be 'kernel-space'. the kdc provides temporary storage
that is protected from user processes and programs. the main concern in the design of the kdc was

not to provide large amounts of memory, but rather to provide a limited amount of fast memory that
is used to store process data and task state while the process is running, and that is protected from
user processes and programs. this provides a very small, fast, and limited amount of storage, which
can be expanded to store large amounts of data as required. the most significant departure from the

previous version of windows was that the new operating system employed a more powerful
preemptive multitasking system based on the then new windows multiprocessing technology (win32
api), which used multiple threads of control to run multiple processes, rather than processes running

on a single processor. this provided a more scalable os, but the introduction of dynamic storage
management and the end of the dos based filesystems coupled with the lack of a good filesystem

driver led to a long period of instability in the early versions of windows nt. it was not until windows
2000 that a truly stable, multi-user operating system was introduced, but windows nt version 5.0

was a powerful operating system on its own terms.
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